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Abstract. Expressiveness and non-verbal information in speech are
active research topics in speech processing. In this work, we are inter-
ested in detecting emphasis at word-level as a mean to identify what are
the focus words in a given utterance. We compare several machine learn-
ing techniques (Linear Discriminant Analysis, Support Vector Machines,
Neural Networks) for this task carried out on SIWIS, a French speech
synthesis database. Our approach consists first in aligning the spo-
ken words to the speech signal and second to feed classifier with fil-
ter bank coefficients in order to take a binary decision at word-level:
neutral/emphasized. Evaluation results show that a three-layer neural
network performed best with a 93% accuracy.
Keywords: Emphasized content recognition · Non verbal information
in speech · SIWIS French speech synthesis database
1 Introduction
Speech in human communication is not only about the explicit message con-
veyed or the meaning of words, but also includes information, intentionally or 
not, which are expressed through nonverbal behaviors. Verbal and non-verbal 
information shape our interactions with others [4]. In [25], for instance, an appro-
priate use of emphasis was shown to improve the overall perception of synthesized 
speech. Word-level emphasis is considered as an important form of expressiveness 
in the speech synthesis field with the objective of drawing the listener attention 
on specific pieces of information.
A speech utterance may convey different meanings according to intonation. 
Such ambiguities can be clarified by emphasizing some words in different posi-
tions in a given utterance. Automatically detecting emphasized content may 
be useful in spoken language processing: localizing emphasized words may help 
speech understanding modules, in particular in semantic focus identification [15].
In speech production, various processes occur at word, sentence, or larger 
chunk levels. According to [6], the tonal variation, defined by pitch variation,
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is considered as a type of pronunciation variation at the suprasegmental level.
Generally, systems for automatic classification of accented words use prosody,
and typically use combination of suprasegmental features such as duration, pitch,
and intensity features [5,14,17,20,24]. Emphasis cues found in natural speech
are more vague and heavily affected by suprasegmental features. Compared to
the intensity, pitch and duration are more insensitive to the channel effects such
as the distance between the speaker and the microphone. Furthermore, rather
than intensity, changes in vocal loudness also affect features such as spectral
balance, spectral emphasis or spectral tilt, which were explored in the detection
of prominent words [3], focal accent [9], stressed and unstressed syllables [18,19,
22]. Indeed, these measures were also generally found to be more reliable than
intensity.
In this paper, a statistical approach that models and detects word-level
emphasis patterns is investigated. Related works are dedicated to the detection
of lexical stress and pitch accent detection, in particular for Computer-Assisted
Language Learning [12,13,21,27,28]. The present study differs from these works
from the fact that we target at detecting acoustic emphasis at lexical level and in
native speech. We plan to detect emphasis at word-level as a first step for future
applications we would like to address. In particular, we would like to study if
keyword detection in speech transcripts could be improved using a measure of
emphasis as an additional piece of information.
Our methods consists first in aligning the speech signal to the spoken words,
second in classifying each word segment as emphasized or neutral using filter-
bank coefficients (F-BANKs) as input to a classifier. These acoustic features
measure the energy from a number of frequency bands and take time dynamics
into account. Furthermore, our preliminary experiments showed that F-BANKs
outperform the use of single pitch variations (F0). We compare several types
of classifiers for this task. As will be reported in this paper, neural networks
performed the best.
The present article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our method-
ology for word-level emphasis detection, including feature extraction and model
description. In Sect. 3, we present the SIWIS French speech synthesis database,
then we report a comparison of approaches and analyze the classification results.
2 Method
Figure 1 illustrates the global system schema for an example sentence: “ce
FICHIER facilitera principalement la recherche [. . . ]” (“this FILE will mainly
ease the search for [. . . ]”). In this sentence, the word “FICHIER” (FILE ) was
emphasized by the speaker. As a first step, a word alignment is carried out, which
automatically aligns the expected text to the audio speech signal. Then, low-level
acoustic features described hereafter are extracted and fed to a binary classifier
that takes decisions on the emphasized/neutral pronunciations at word-level.
Fig. 1. Word-level emphasis detection
2.1 Word Alignment
We adopt a standard approach used in speech recognition called the time align-
ment procedure. This procedure is accomplished using supervised phone-based
recognition and produces phone-by-phone time markings, which are reduced to
a word-by-word format involving the following steps [23]:
– create a word-level grammar from the orthographic transcription (read
speech);
– extract acoustic features from the speech signal;
– associate a phone transcription to each word, either extracting it from our
pronunciation lexicon or generating them automatically with a grapheme-to-
phoneme model; several pronunciations may be associated to a given word;
– perform the word alignment;
– extract the time markings from the aligned word segments.
We used in-house acoustical models trained with the Kaldi Speech Recogni-
tion Toolkit [16]. They were trained with the ESTER corpus [8] which consists
of 90 h of French broadcast news speech, each broadcast session contains from
20 to 40min of spontaneous speech. Non-speech sounds, such as breath noises
and laughter are indicated in the transcriptions and we explicitly modeled them.
We followed a standard Kaldi recipe to train the models to obtain triphone
Gaussian Mixture Models/Hidden Markov Models, on 39 static, delta, and delta-
delta Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, with LDA-MLLT and Speaker Adap-
tive Training (SAT). Finally, we obtain triphone with about 150 k Gaussian
mixtures and 21.2 k HMM states.
Regarding the pronunciation lexicon, we used the 105 k entry CMU-Sphinx
French dictionary. For out-of-vocabulary words, pronunciations were derived
from a grapheme-to-phoneme tool trained over the CMU-Sphinx lexicon [2].
This concerned a set of 471 words over the 33,628 different word types contained
in the SIWIS corpus used in this work.
2.2 Features
As input to the emphasis/neutral classifiers, we use 26 log filter-bank coefficients
(F-BANKs) extracted on 25ms duration frames with a hop size of 10ms. Differ-
ent numbers of filter bands were tested, but the set of 26 static F-BANK features
has shown to perform well.
For each word of duration N frames, a N × 26 matrix is extracted. We
compare the use of these length varying input matrices and the same matrices
but in which some context is added: we add left and right frames to reach a 1s
total duration, which gives a 108 × 26 matrix for each word.
These matrices are used in two ways, as an image (dimension: 108 × 26) fed
to a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), or as global statistics features (one
value per filter-bank coefficient along time): the minimum, maximum, mean,
median, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis (dimension: 7 × 26), which
are expected to characterize the behavior of each F-BANK coefficient to improve
the temporal modeling.
Fig. 2. The two figures represent the F-BANK coefficients for the word: “courageuse-
ment” (courageously) with and without focus emphasis on the right and on the left,
respectively. (Color figure online)
Figure 2 shows the 26 F-BANK coefficient images for both an emphasized
and a neutral pronunciations of the word “courageusement” (courageously). We
can notice that the high frequency region on the right figure (with emphasis)
has higher energy values, particularly at the beginning of the word, as depicted
with a blue ellipse over this area [7].
2.3 Models
Two types of neural networks were tested for our task: a neural network with
fully-connected layers (FCNN), and a convolutional neural network (CNN).
In the case of FCNNs, the input layer is the concatenation of the global
statistics on the 26 F-BANKs, i.e. a vector of size 7×26 = 182. The k0 Softmax
outputs estimate the emphasis of each trial. We use rectified linear (ReLU)
units that have shown accurate performance in speech recognition tasks [26].
Furthermore, we experimented different number of hidden layers and different
number of units. We report results with a single layer and three hidden layers
each comprised of 200 units.
With CNNs, the input layer is composed of 108 frames of 26 log filter bank
coefficient. Three convolution layers were respectively applied: the frequency fil-
tering 1×26, then dynamic time filtering 108×1 and, finally, 3×3 squared filters.
Followed by 2×2 down-sampling (max-pooling) layers, and produce respectively
32, 16, and 8 activation maps that serve as input parameters for three 200-unit
dense hidden layers with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. Finally,
the output dense layer comprises 2 units with a Softmax activation function to
provide a probability.
The networks were trained with the Adam optimization [11] using a cross-
entropy cost function. The regularization L2 was used over all hidden layers.
Those models are not very deep but appear to be sufficient to get insights
on emphasis detection on a small database such as SIWIS. To carry out our
work, Tensorflow was used to perform the experiments on a GPU TITAN 1080
device [1].
Support Vector Machines (SVM) with a Gaussian kernel and Linear Discrim-
inant Analysis (LDA) were also used as a baseline of our experiments.
3 Experiments
3.1 Speech Material
The SIWIS French Speech Synthesis corpus contains read speech recorded from a
single native female French speaker, who reads texts selected from three different
written sources: books from French novels, parliament speeches and semantically
unpredictable sentences. These three written sources were divided to six subsets
and serve different purposes. In our study, we only use the sentences containing
emphasized words (named “part 5”) and their corresponding neutral sentences
(contained in parts 1 to 4). The corpus contains 1575 ∗ 2 sentences equivalent to
3 h 35min duration of audio, moreover, emphasized words can be seen at different
positions in the sentences (begin, middle and end). The manual annotations of
emphasized phones are available in the HTS label format. Indeed, SIWIS aims
at building TTS systems, investigate multiple styles, and emphasis. For more
information about the corpus, the reader may refer to [10].
Word Alignment Experiments. Since the manual annotation provided with
the SIWIS database did not allow to get time markings at word-level easily,
one needed to perform word alignment as a pre-processing step for emphasis
detection. We have grouped the manual time markings of emphasized phones for
each word to evaluate the root mean square difference between the manual and
the automatic word boundaries, according to the following formula, in which tim
and tia are the manual and automatic time markers for the i
th word, respectively,










We worked on 1817 ∗ 2 words (emphasized and neutral pronunciations). The
mean duration of these words is 0.372 s (±19% std), the word “monoparentales”
(uniparental) has the longest duration of about 1 s, and the shortest word “un”
(a) has a 0.03 s duration.
The RMS obtained was 0.243. The smaller, the better the alignments. Nev-
ertheless, we are aware that this value per se is difficult to interpret without any
other reference value obtained on other speech data. Furthermore, the phone
error rate is 8.7%.
A set of 1695 emphasized words were found when grouping phones (e.g.
“temps en temps” was considered as one word by the corpus annotators), but our
manual re-checking of the 1575 sentences lead to 1817 emphasized words. This
increase is due to the fact that we consider each word in contiguous emphasized
word sequences as several emphasized words (we consider “temps en temps” as
three different words).
3.2 Classification Results
In this part, we evaluate the word-level emphasis detection method, which con-
sists in applying the procedure shown in Fig. 1. The dataset contains 1817 * 2
words (emphasized and neutral). The data was split into a training and a test
subsets in 80%/20% proportions, respectively, and we performed a 5-fold cross-
validation. We chose to keep pairs of the same words with emphasized and neutral
pronunciations in the same subset, either in a training or a test fold.
In a first experiment, we focused on the global statistical features extracted
over the F-BANKs. As explained previously, they were extracted with and with-
out adding context:
– with context: all the feature matrices share the same 108 × 26 dimension,
– without context: the feature matrices have a variable time length according
to each word: N × 26.
With the different machine learning algorithms used for the classification
task, we show in Table 1 that using a bit of context leads to better results in
accuracy. The FCNN with 3 hidden layers with 200 units in each layer, using the
ReLU activation function, obtained the best performance with a 93.4% accuracy.
The variations in performance indicated in the table correspond to the variations
according to the five folds used for cross-validation.
Table 1. Accuracy comparison between different classifier types.
With context No Yes
FCNN (1 layer) 81.1± 1.0% 89.9± 1.7%
FCNN (3 layers) 81.3± 5.9% 93.4± 3.3%
CNN 90.2± 1.8%
SVM 81.5± 1.0% 92.9± 2.3%
LDA 76.8± 2.4% 89.0± 3.6%
In a second experiment, we tested the use of a CNN model. As we showed
in Table 1, using context allowed better performance on this task. Consequently,
we used the F-BANK images with context as input to a CNN (matrices of shape
108 × 26, which represent the extracted F-BANKs features over 1 s of speech
signal).
In order to train a CNN model, we needed a validation subset so that we used
70% for training, 10% for validation, and 20% for testing and always with 5 folds.
During training, we noticed a clear overfitting of the model on the validation
subset so that we used L2 regularization to overcome this issue. The averaged
performance on the five folds was 90.2% (±1.8%), which is not as good as the
SVM (92.9%) and the FCNN (93.4%).
3.3 Error Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the errors made by the best classifier, the FCNN.
A first interesting cue concerns the influence of word duration on perfor-
mance. The mean duration of the wrong predicted words is about 200ms. The
false positives (emphasized word predicted as neutral) predominantly concern
short words such as “moi” (me), “un” (a), “pas” (not), “cela” (that), and their
mean duration is about 140ms. On the contrary, the false negatives are longest
word mostly, such as “historien” (historian), “constamment” (constantly). Mean
duration of the false negatives is around 400ms.
By listening to some word utterances incorrectly predicted as neutral, we
noticed that the relative focus on these words was as obvious as other emphasized
realizations. Smaller intensity values can also be observed in their corresponding
spectrograms.
We also explored if there were any relation between the word positions in
sentences and the detection errors. Figure 3 shows histograms counting the errors
(in black the false positives, in orange the false negatives) according to the word
position: at the beginning, middle, or end of a sentence. No clear impact of
word position can be observed. Nevertheless, it seems that more false negatives
(emphasized words predicted as neutral) occur at the beginning and end of
sentences.
Fig. 3. Number of incorrect predictions according to the word position in sentences.
(Color figure online)
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach to detect emphasis/neutral intonation
at word level specific to the French language. As a first step, a word alignment
is carried out, which automatically aligns the expected text to the audio speech
signal. Then, F-BANK coefficients are extracted and fed to a binary classifier
that takes decisions on the emphasized/neutral decision at word-level.
Evaluation was conducted on SIWIS, a publicly available speech database,
that provides read speech material in French with a sub-part manually annotated
in terms of emphasis.
Several types of classifiers were tested and the best performance was obtained
with a neural network comprised of three fully-connected layers of 200 units each.
As future work, we plan to exploit this system to attempt to improve our
keyword extraction module applied to speech transcripts in spoken French. Addi-
tionally, we would like to use sequence modelling approach to carry out the
detection of emphasized words through entire sentences.
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